
Luisa is an Atom in the Divine Volition Where Jesus Places all 
the Weight of His Will 

 

 
 

V14 – 5.19.22 – “Luisa, You are nothing other than an atom in My Volition, but in this atom 
I place all the Weight of My Will, so that, as you move, the Immense Sea of My Volition may 
receive Its Motion, the Waters may ripple, and as though agitated, They may give off Their 
Freshness, their Fragrances, and may overflow for the Good of Heaven and of the earth.  The 
atom is small, extremely light, and is not capable of agitating the whole Immense Sea of My 
Will; but once all the Weight of My Will has been placed in it, it will be capable of everything, 
and you will give Me the Field in order to release from Myself more Divine Acts.  You shall 
be like the little stone that is cast into the Fount:  as it falls, the waters ripple, are agitated, 
and give off their freshness and their fragrance.  However, the little stone does not contain 
the Weight of My Will, and therefore cannot make the Fount overflow; but your atom, with 
the Weight of My Will, can not only overwhelm My Sea, but Flood Heaven and earth. 

You shall drink the whole of My Will with all the Goods It contains, as though in one 
gulp; and in another gulp you will emit It outside.  And while you do this, you shall Multiply 
My Life and My Goods as many times, for as many times as you Drink It, and for as many 
times as you emit It.  And if the Blessed in Heaven Enjoy all the Beatitude which My Will 
contains, and Live in It as in their own Center, they do not, however, Multiply It, since their 
merits are fixed in them.  You are Happier than they are, being able to Multiply My Life, My 
Will, My Goods.  In them, My Will is the Beatifier - in you It is Operative, and I ask for your 
acts in order to Multiply Myself.  When you Operate, I look anxiously to see whether you 
Operate in My Will, to receive the Contentment of seeing Myself Multiplied in your act.  How 
Attentive you should be, and let nothing escape you.” 

FIAT!!! 
 


